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We're in dire straits in Australia, with a grossly misinformed public soon facing a federal election to decide
our government for the next three years, after the last two years of the Covid debacle.
How can people make an informed vote, when they're fed a diet of lies and fear mongering by the mainstream
media? The incumbent government uses taxpayers' money, or should I say taxpayers' debt, to pay the mainstream
media to be a propaganda machine, e.g. to promote the rollout of defective Covid-19 jabs and other impositions on
our lives.
Please see below my email to Australian senator Alex Antic, raising this matter before the recently held
South Australian election, and raising concerns going forward, including about conflicts of interest in
vaccination policy.
Our 'liberal democracies' are in a very bad situation. They're basically a two party state, with little to choose between
the two parties, which are run by puppet masters not working for our best interests.
We give away our vote in an instant, and are then effectively disenfranchised for the next three years with
governments which refuse to be accountable, particularly under highly questionable 'emergency laws' activated in
response to a manufactured crisis.
How do we fix this system?
Elizabeth Hart
Independent person investigating the gross over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in
vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
*Correction: My email to police commissioner Grant Stevens requesting evidence for mask mandates, referred to
below, is dated 3 August 2021, not January 2022 as noted below.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Elizabeth Hart <elizmhart@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 4:11 PM
Subject: Are elections legitimate, with voters who have been grossly misinformed about Covid-19?
To: <senator.antic@aph>
Cc: <senator.rennick@aph>, <dunstan@parliament>, <premier@sa>, <nicola.spurrier@flinders>,
<SAPOL.Covid19Command@police>, <sapol.enquiries@police>, <ministerforhealth@sa>,
<laborleader@parliament.sa>, <ShadowHealth@parliament.sa>, <bragg@parliament.sa>,
<James.Stevens.MP@aph>, <libadm@liberal>, <media@liberal>, <andrew.laming.mp@aph>,
<george.christensen.mp@aph>, <senator.hanson@aph>, <senator.roberts@aph>, <senator.canavan@aph>,
<mark.latham@parliament.nsw>, <mulgoa@parliament.nsw>, <wollondilly@parliament.nsw>,
<lanecove@parliament.nsw>, <riverstone@parliament.nsw>, <Fred.Nile@parliament.nsw>, <senator.patrick@aph>,
<Tim.Quilty@parliament.vic>, <neil.angus@parliament.vic>, <David.Limbrick@parliament.vic>,
<tony.pasin.mp@aph>, <Steph.Ryan@parliament.vic>, <senator.fierravanti-wells@aph>, <senator.mcmahon@aph>,
<craig.kelly.mp@aph>, <Bob.Katter.MP@aph>, <azimmermann@sheridan>, <george.williams@unsw>,
<j.allan@law.uq>, <R.Loiacono@curtin>, <ejminoz@>, <nick.hudson@pandata>, Peter A. McCullough
<PeterAMcCullough@gmail.com>, <Greg.Hunt.MP@aph.gov.au>, <mark.butler.mp@aph.gov.au>,
<A.Albanese.MP@aph.gov.au>, <chris.kenny@skynews.com.au>, <peta.credlin@icloud.com>, <rowan.dean@>,
<janeta@>, <letters@theaustralian.com.au>, <Sales.Leigh@abc>, <david.anderson@abc>
For the attention of:
Alex Antic
Australian Senator
Liberal Party, South Australia
Alex, tomorrow South Australians head to the polls, severely ill-equipped to make a decision on their political
future.
For the past two years, the electorate has been misled and lied to about Covid-19, with the Morrison and
Marshall governments, and other state and territory governments, pumping out fear-mongering propaganda
via the mainstream media, to back the grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted Covid-19 response, as I raised
with you previously in my email: Covid-19 jab mandates, the media/propaganda, and elections... 8 March 2022.

People are compelled to vote, but most are not equipped to make an informed vote, because they've been so
grossly misinformed by the propaganda pouring forth from politicians and the mainstream media and others.
It's a dire situation, because so many of the candidates have betrayed the electorate with their complicity in the
extraordinary controls which stole South Australians' free movement and association, and bodily autonomy and bodily
integrity via Covid-19 jab mandates.
The South Australian election, and the upcoming federal election, are now shrouded in illegitimacy due to the
gross abuse that has been heaped upon the electorate for the past two years. Rogue governments have used
'emergency laws' to disenfranchise the people, there is no accountability.
The Marshall government in South Australia has refused to provide proof of 'the emergency' which has been
used to constrain South Australians for the past two years, with no satisfactory response forthcoming to my
email to Steven Marshall, see: Curtailing the free movement of South Australians - Questions for SA Premier
Steven Marshall, 20 July 2021. My email to Steven Marshall was in response to his government sending the entire
state into lockdown, on the back of 14 active 'cases', causing chaos across the state, disruption everywhere, including
delaying treatment and operations for people in hospitals, closure of schools, closure of construction sites, effectively
bringing normal life to a standstill, impacting on livelihoods, and family and social interaction. It's incredible to think of
the hysterical Covid-19 response by the Marshall government, and other governments around Australia.
Chief Public Health Officer Nicola Spurrier has personally urged South Australians to have the Covid-19
injections. In June 2021 I raised the subject of informed consent before vaccination with Nicola Spurrier in my email
Coercive covid-19 injections in Australia, 4 June 2021. No notice was taken of my arguments, and subsequently
Covid-19 jab mandates were imposed in South Australia from November 2021, i.e. No Jab, No Job for many
people, signed off by police commissioner Grant Stevens, see for example: Emergency Management (Healthcare
Setting Workers Vaccination No 7) (COVID-19 Direction 22, (copy attached). I also raised the principle of informed
consent with Lesley Dwyer, Chief Executive Officer of the Central Adelaide Local Health Network, see my email Is it
ethical to insist on covid-19 injections for health staff? 7 July 2021. But again my arguments were ignored.
South Australians are still compelled to wear masks inside public places. In January 2022 I asked police
commissioner Grant Stevens to provide evidence to support this imposition, see my email Covid-19 restrictions masks. I received the response "...the State Coordinator acts on the best available advice from relevant
experts, including the Chief Public Health Officer and her team at SA Health". In other words, no evidence was
provided...
Alex, your recent media release Covid Theatre Alert! provides a link to the meagre 'evidence' backing the Marshall
government's onerous restrictions imposed in response to Covid-19. Your initial analysis of this 'evidence' indicates
there is "Nothing to support the mandates, nothing to support the coercion, nothing to support the theatre of
putting masks on as you walk to your seat and then take them off when you sit down. NOTHING".
What do we face if the Marshall government is returned tomorrow, given the arbitrary rules and blatant lack
of accountability for the past two years? The situation could be even worse if Peter Malinauskas becomes
premier, judging by the Labor tyrants dominating other states and territories, i.e. Daniel Andrews, Mark
McGowan, Michael Gunner and Annastacia Palaszczuk, who have set in place discrimination and segregation
against critical thinking people who have refused the defective Covid-19 jabs.
The grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted Covid-19 response, with its one-eyed focus on a mass
population 'vaccine' solution, is a disaster...and things could get much worse if things go even further awry with
the defective Covid-19 jabs. This is a massive experiment which is being conducted upon the world's people, without
valid voluntary consent. How did this happen? It's way past time to evaluate the situation. In this regard, please
see my recent email to senator Gerard Rennick: Call for urgent examination of vaccination policy, including the
Covid-19 jab rollout, 15 March 2022.
My email to Gerard Rennick includes an alarming statement, i.e. "We've shifted the human population...to
dependency on vaccine-induced immunity...We're in a very fragile state now. We have developed a world that
is dependent on vaccinations", made by Heidi Larson, Director of the Vaccine Confidence Project, during the WHO
Global Vaccine Safety Summit in December 2019, just as SARS-CoV-2 was appearing on the scene... I transcribed
Heidi Larson's plenary lecture given at this WHO summit, please see copy attached, including my highlighting. This
transcript should be considered very carefully by people investigating vaccination policy. The Vaccine Confidence
Project is all about promoting vaccine products...but people associated with this organisation are reluctant to disclose
conflicts of interest. I discuss this in my rapid response published on The BMJ (The British Medical Journal), see:
'Pharma-led chorus' dominates the public narrative on vaccination, 6 February 2019.
We're facing an unprecedented plan to repeatedly inject the entire global population with defective Covid-19
jabs that don't prevent infection nor transmission...against a disease it was known from the beginning wasn't
a serious threat for most people. This is on top of a burgeoning vaccination schedule which has been
protected from scrutiny for years. It's way past time to shine the spotlight on taxpayer-funded vaccination
policy, this area has been colonised by the vaccine industry and its associates in academia.

For example, consider the influence of the vaccine industry-funded Immunisation Coalition, which is funded
by vaccine promoters Pfizer, moderna, CSL/Seqirus, GlaxoSmithKline, Sanofi, Biocelect, and MSD (aka
Merck). Members of this vaccine promoting organisation, which is very influential over the medical
profession, pop up regularly in the media touting their professional affiliations and promoting vaccine
products, including Robert Booy, Raina MacIntyre, Paul Griffin, Margie Danchin, Mary-Louise McLaws, Katie
Attwell etc, but they often seem reluctant to fully disclose their conflicts of interest, e.g. their membership of
this vaccine industry-funded organisation.
Alex, we have to talk about this now, about the increasing 'vaccine load' that's being imposed from cradle to
grave - this subject must be on the table before the federal election which is likely to be held in May 2022,
including examination of Scott Morrison, the Murdoch media/News Corp Australia, and No Jab, No Pay/No
Play.
I request your acknowledgement of this email and your response on this matter.
Kind regards
Elizabeth Hart
Independent person investigating the gross over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in
vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
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